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ABSTRACT
In an automatic speaker verification (ASV) system with
prompted passwords, we use vocabulary-dependent hidden
Markov models and rely on the ability to explicitly locate the
corresponding words and their boundaries in the speech signal.
In an experiment on 41 speakers in a Swedish telephone speech
database, we compare the use of utterance segmentation
produced by automatic and manual methods, and conclude that
not much is lost in ASV performance with the automatic
method compared to the manual.

RÉSUMÉ
Nous décrivons une étude réalisée à l'aide de notre système de
vérification automatique du locuteur à message suggéré qui
utilise des modèles markoviens de mots. Nous admettons
implicitement l'aptitude d'un tel système à déterminer les
limites de mots dans un signal de parole. Dans une expérience
portant sur 41 locuteurs d'une base de données téléphonique
suédoise, nous comparons l'utilisation d'une segmentation
automatique et d'une segmentation manuelle. Nous montrons
ainsi la viabilité de l'approche totalement automatique.

1. INTRODUCTION
An automatic speaker verification system based on the use of
prompted passwords must cope with deviations in the spoken
text from enrollment to test. This can either be solved by
making the ASV algorithm text-independent and combining it
with text verification, or by modeling pre-defined units of
speech which may appear in various order. Units, or tokens as
referred to in this paper, can be for instance whole words [1],
parts of words [2,3], or phonemes [4,5,6]. With the token
approach, the tokens must somehow be identified in the speech
signal. Both the token identities and their boundaries must be
found in enrollment as well as test utterances.

This segmentation process can be either an implicit part of
decoding within the ASV system [3,4], or be done explicitly
outside or as part of system operation [5,6]. An example of the
former case (implicit segmentation) is when tokens are modeled
by HMMs and one Viterbi decoding operation results in a
segmentation and the corresponding total likelihood of the
utterance given the set of models [3]. An example of explicit
segmentation is when a speech recognizer identifies word
segments and forwards them to the ASV system [1].

One advantage with implicit segmentation is that most of the
processing in the entire ASV-system can usually be performed
during recording of the utterance and the verification result can

be produced shortly after utterance end. A potential problem
arises when scores from independent parts of a system need to
be combined. For instance, in systems with log-likelihood
normalization the difference between (logarithmic) client and
world/cohort scores must be computed. If decoding operations
within client and world models are performed independently,
the implicit segmentation from the two processes might differ.
The client model score for a certain token would then be based
on a different portion of the utterance than the score from the
world model. If instead an external segmentation is available, it
can be used both in the client and the world model to base
corresponding token scores on exactly the same portion of
speech. It also opens other possibilities, such as to combine
scores from multiple models of the same token, to use
profoundly different models for different tokens, to omit
individual tokens with outlier scores, etc.

In this paper we experiment with an ASV system that uses
explicit segmentation. Enrollment and test utterances contain
digit sequences and a speech recognizer is used to produce
segmentation for each utterance. The main purpose of the work
is to investigate on the importance of accurate segmentation in
such a system and to try to estimate how much is lost in ASV
error rate when the segmentation is not perfect. In particular,
we compare performance achieved with automatic
segmentation to that with manually corrected segmentation. We
also look at how much the system benefits from knowing the
expected password, which is readily available in an ASV
system with prompted passwords and in a system with a fixed,
known, user-dependent password where the client has
identified himself prior to the verification process.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The ASV system depends on explicit segmentation of the input
speech into tokens during both enrollment and test. In the
general architecture of the system, components of the speaker
model can be token-dependent, and each component models all
tokens included in the definition set of that component. While a
token could be any arbitrary unit of speech and a definition set
any set of tokens, in this paper we are concerned with digit
words only and with simple definition sets with one component
for each digit. Hence, the speaker model used in this paper
simplifies to having 10 word models, one for each digit. A
schematic picture of the system is shown in Figure 1.

2.1. Automatic segmentation
The segmentation component of the system is a speaker-
independent speech recognizer built with HTK [7]. Even
though the segmentation task involves digits only, the speech



recognizer uses phoneme models rather than word models for
greater flexibility in the (future) choice of vocabulary; and to
allow for (future) phoneme-like tokens without replacing the
recognizer.

Speech is sampled with 8 kHz, pre-emphasized, Hamming
windowed with a window length of 25.6 ms, and passed
through a log-amplitude filter bank with 24 channels equally
spaced on the mel frequency scale between 300 and 3400 Hz.
Filter bank vectors are cosine transformed and liftered to
produce one MFCC vector with 13 cepstral coefficients
(including the 0th coefficient) every 10 ms. The MFCCs are
appended with delta and acceleration coefficients, where each
delta vector is computed over a symmetrical window of five
static frames, and the resulting parameter vector thus has 39
elements. HMMs are context independent, with three states per
model and seven Gaussians per state. They were built
iteratively with an increasing number of Gaussians per state [7]
from a set of seed models. In each iteration the model set from
the prior iteration was used to assign a sequence of phoneme
symbols to the orthographically transcribed training sentences.
This sequence of phoneme symbols was then used as a
phoneme transcription in the Maximum Likelihood training
step, which included four rounds of Baum-Welsh re-estimation
of all model parameters.

Data for iterative training was taken from the Swedish part of
the Rafael telephone speech database [8], where 983 subjects
have read ten sentences each from a set of 100 long,
phonetically rich sentences. The total amount of speech is
around seven hours. The seed models were trained on the
studio-quality Waxholm database [9] which has been manually
segmented and labeled on the phoneme-level.

When segmenting speech in the ASV system, the speech
recognizer can operate with a restricted syntax network to make
segmentation more robust. If, for example, the number of words
in the password is known to be N, that information can be used
to restrict the search to finding the optimal (ML) sequence of N
words from the given vocabulary. In a text-dependent or
prompted ASV system even the contents of the password may

be known to the segmentation component, and the search can
be further restricted for increased speed and robustness. Note
that in this case the verification decision resulting from using
such segmentation may have to be supported by some checking
of the actual contents of the spoken password [2]. In this paper,
the two variants are compared, along with pre-made manual
segmentation of enrollment utterances.

2.2. Manual segmentation
Automatic segmentation was edited manually to produce
manual segmentation for enrollment speech in the experiment.
A waveform display tool together with listening was used in
editing the segmentation, and three annotators shared the work.
The bulk of changes to the automatic segmentation were small
adjustments to word boundaries, some large movements of
word boundaries especially at words starting or ending with a
plosive, and major changes where the speaker said something
different from the manuscript text.

2.3. Speaker model
The word models in both client models and world model use
the same parameterization as the segmentation component, but
with the 13 static coefficients processed with cepstral mean
subtraction. Client models have one left-to-right HMM for each
word. Each HMM has two states per phoneme (there are
between two and four phonemes in Swedish digit words) and
two Gaussians per state. HMMs in the world model are also
left-to-right and have the same dimensions as the client HMMs.

Log-likelihood normalization [2] is applied on a per-segment
basis as illustrated in Figure 1. For a given token, or segment,
the score from a component in the client model is normalized
with the corresponding score from the world model on exactly
the same segment of speech. This is possible because of the
explicit segmentation shared by both client and world model.
Normalized segment scores are further divided by the number
of frames in the utterance, and finally averaged across the
utterance. This average score is used as the decision statistic,
and the performance of the system is evaluated with a
posteriori equal error rates (EER).

The HMMs of the speaker model are also implemented with
HTK [7]. The parameters of word-dependent HMMs are
estimated with Maximum Likelihood training, with a particular
method for estimating the variance of the HMM states [3]. To
train an HMM with mixture-Gaussian densities, initial
parameters of a single-Gaussian model is computed from
Viterbi alignment of training data and are then further trained
with Baum-Welch re-estimation. The Gaussian term is then
split in two and the resulting mixture-Gaussian is again re-
estimated. In the verification stage, the likelihood of the
optimal (ML) state path given by Viterbi recognition is used as
the score. Note that since explicit segmentation is provided, the
recognition process in the verification stage is reduced to
computing the likelihood of one (short) observation sequence
given one (small) model, and this operation is very fast. It also
needs to be, since the explicit segmentation is not available
until after the entire utterance has been spoken.

The system is built on a generic platform for speaker
verification systems called GIVES (General Identity
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Figure 1. Schematic picture of the ASV-system. The utterance
is segmented into tokens by the segmentizer and each token is
processed independently of others. Client and world models
each have one model component per token category and client
(log) scores are normalized on a per-token basis before they
are averaged over the entire utterance. Decision thresholds are
set a posteriori.



Verification System). This platform is object-oriented and was
designed for research purposes with few restrictions on the
actual methods to be used in a particular verification system. It
implements basic functionality such as the data and work flow
within and between modules of different types. Token-
dependent segment-based processing, as described in the
beginning of this section, is one example of basic functionality
the platform provides. Typical module types are speaker model
element, score normalization operator and decision-maker.
Once a new module of a certain type is implemented, this
module can easily be tested for correct operation; it can be
compared to other modules of the same type; and it can be
combined with other modules to boost the overall performance
of the system.

3. DATABASE
A subset of Gandalf [10], a Swedish telephone speech database,
was used in the experiments. The subset includes 22 male and
18 female client speakers who recorded three enrollment
sessions and between 14 and 26 test sessions each. One session
from each of all 40 client speakers plus one additional male
speaker were used to simulate impostor attempts. This subset is
the development part of a first division of Gandalf into
development and evaluation material. One enrollment session
from each of 30 other speakers (15 male, 15 female) not
included in the development or evaluation part was used for
training the world model.

Only text-prompted continuously spoken digit sequences were
used in this paper, i.e., digits read from a manuscript [11]. Four
different enrollment sets (ES) were used; each referred to as
'nsmh x t', where 'nsmh' indicates the composition of the ES and
t indicates the amount of speech included in it. The
composition is defined by the number of sessions (n) from
which data was taken and by the number of different handsets
(m) used in those sessions. The amount of training data, t, is
expressed in units of 25 five-digit sequences, corresponding to
approximately one minute of speech. In this paper we use four
different ES with 1s1h and 2s1h combined with half a minute
or one minute of speech. For verification tests, digit sequences
of 3 and 4 digits were used to give passwords of 3, 4, 6 and 8
digits.

With one true-speaker test from each available test session, and
one false-speaker test for each combination of speaker and
identity, there are 927 true-speaker tests and 1600 false-speaker
tests.

4. RESULTS
Figure 2 compares gender-balanced sex-independent EERs [12]
(with speaker-dependent thresholds) for five cases of
segmentation. The legends in the figure specify the
segmentation type on the format a/b, where a is for test and
enrollment, and b is for the training of the world model. The
strings a and b indicate one of the following: (i) the
segmentizer is given the number of words in the utterance but
not their identities (nwd), (ii) it is given the expected text of the
utterance (txt), or (iii) it is feeding the system with pre-made
manual segmentation (man). The manual segmentation reflects
not only the correct word boundaries, but also the words
actually spoken as opposed to the expected password phrase.
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Figure 2. Gender-balanced sex-independent EER on a
logarithmic scale for five cases of segmentation and a)
varying password length with ½ minute, 2-session, 1-handset
enrollment, b) four-digit passwords with four different
enrollment sets, c) eight-digit passwords with four different
enrollment sets. The legend text indicates segmentation type
at test and enrollment plus that used when training the world
model (see section 4 for explanation).



Figure 2a shows EERs for different password lengths with the
2-session, 1-handset, ½-minute enrollment set, while 2b shows
EERs for four-digit passwords and four different enrollment
sets. Figure 2c shows the same thing for eight-digit passwords.
The most substantial degradation of performance in the figure
is observed when removing the knowledge of expected text
during enrollment and test.

The last entry in the legend (txt-man/man) indicates txt-type
segmentation in verification tests and man-type in enrollment
and world model training. This is not viable in practice since
manual segmentation cannot be used during enrollment in a
large-scale system. It is an interesting case for comparison,
though, since it gives an estimate to the lower bound on EER
that could be reached with an ideal segmentation component.
This is also the case that shows the lowest EERs in the figure.
The second best performing segmentation type is txt/man,
which is viable in reality if one can afford the cost of manually
segmenting data for the world model. An interesting result is
the small difference between the txt/txt and the txt/man cases,
where the former uses fully automatic segmentation of training
data for the world model.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The speech recognizer used for producing automatic
segmentation of enrollment and test utterances in the
experiments is not highly optimized for the given task. For
instance, it uses context-independent phoneme models trained
on general text, rather than context-dependent phoneme or
word models trained on digit material. Still the average level of
ASV performance we achieve when using this recognizer to
detect word boundaries in continuously spoken digit strings is
comparable to performance with manually corrected
segmentation. One important pre-requisite for this, in the
experiment, was to feed the speech recognizer with the
expected text of the utterance, to make it work in forced
alignment mode. However, it is likely that a high-performance
speech recognizer optimized for a digit recognition task would
perform as well without this pre-requisite.

While a small loss in ASV performance was observed when
switching from (not practically viable) manual segmentation of
client enrollment utterances to automatic segmentation, the loss
when doing the same switch for world model training data was
even smaller. To manually correct segmentation of world model
training data is still possible for small enough amounts of data,
since it can be done before even the first client is enrolled in the
system. The presented results suggest, however, that the small
improvement in ASV performance does not motivate the extra
cost of manual segmentation, especially not if the same
behavior holds for large amounts of training data.

To conclude, it seems from the presented experiments that the
required level of precision of word boundary detection in a
prompted-password ASV system with explicit segmentation of
enrollment and test utterances, is not an inhibiting factor. Over-
all system performance with automatic segmentation was close
to that with near ideal (manual) segmentation. Especially, the
extra cost of manually corrected segmentation of training data
for the world model is not worthwhile.
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